We still consider a fast cycling booster to be the best way of achieving the high design intensity of : 1Ol3 protons per second for the 300 GeV machine.
The reasons for this are essentially those described b I Peterson during the 1967 Cambridge Conference , This fast cycling booster is not an easy machine to construct, but its successful and reliable operation will be directly reflected in the performance of the whole accelerator project.
We at Cm have not yet had the opportunity to enter fully the engineering phase of the design, so we have concentrated on the crucial problems and I would like to outline a few of these.
One very important feature is of course the lattice2.
In a FCFDOOD lattice, as proposed by Strolin and myself3 m 1965 the fast kickers for horizontal extraction must be located in an unfavourable position if the mean radius is to be small.
NAI. has decided to extract vertically from this lattice and so saved considerably cn kicker requirements.
We prefer to preserve a basically horizontal extraction scheme which allows us to exploit the natural horizontal field extension in the FOFDOOD lattice. In t;lis scheme4 bumpers and septum will deflect horizontally but the fast kick will be vertical.
The bump has to be relatively large if we do not want to extend our straight section length. Therefore we have an extended good field width at the open (inexpensive) side of the D magnets.
The field extension is one example of an investment we intend to make in order to keep the average radius down, another feature is the use of a common coil around the D and F magnets. There will be four additional turns around the D magnets made up by the coil connections which are located in the F-D junction.
These measures enable us to keep the mean radius down to 62.34 m, i.e. the main ring radius/19.252s5.
This brings the number of particles per booster cycle below 2.1012. Since this is still a large number in the context of space charge and induced radioactivity we are planning a few modifications which improve the space charge capability.
We shall include, right frcm the beginning, a fifth harmonic current component in the magnet power supply 6y7. This helps for :he transverse space charge problem just after injection since it provides a reduced 13 and thus improves the bunching factor and the us value.
It also generates a flat top which will be helpful for the difficulty of RF synchronization before transfer.
The other serious space charge effect occurs longitudinally at transition. We find the space charge parameter n (0) to be about 3 even if we allow the initial g unch size to grow from 6 mrad to 10 mrad (in units I X A@ ). Since we consider 3 as too big a value we a% planning a . In spite of the high harmonic number, v is low enough even for the largest bucket are: under consideration (10 mrad at injection).
On the other hand, addition& measures will be taken to suppress higher mode interaction between beam and cavity. 
